
Đề số 1

Question 1-5

Complete the form below. Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

TAUBER INSURANCE Co.

Example

Insurance type:

Answer vehicle

Policy #: 1

Make & Model: Masda Marvel

Engine size: 2

Name: Lisa Marie Heathcote

Date of Birth: 3[text]22nd (of) August / 1955



Password: 4

Change valuation? yes

NO

Reduce value to: 5$









Đề số 2

SECTION 1

Questions 1-10 Complete the form below.



Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Example Answer

Name: Selina Thompson

Occupation: 1 ……………………

Age group: 2 ……………………

Type of membership: 3 ……………………

Length of membership: 4 …………………….

Why joined: Recommended by a 5 …………………….

Visits to club per month: Eight (on an average)

Facility used most: 6 ………………………

Facility not used (if any): Tennis courts

(because reluctant to 7 …………………… )

Suggestions for Have more 8 ……………………..

improvements: Install ………………….. in the gym.



Open 10 ……………. later at weekends.

SECTION 2

Questions 11-15

Choose the correct letter, A, B, or C

11 The company deals mostly with:

A Big cities.

B Nature holidays.

C Nepal.

12 The overseas consultants deal mostly with:

A Asia.

B North America.

C Europe.

13 For deserts and gorges, customers should come in the:

A Morning.



B Afternoon.

C Night.

14 Trips to regional locations are good because:

A The buses are comfortable.

B There is storage for suitcases.

C They can be seen quickly.

15 Sleek line buses are particularly known for their:

A Service.

B Size.

C comfort

Questions 16-20

Identify the rooms in the office plan.

Write the correct letter, A-G, next to the questions.



16 Local Tours ………….

17 Interstate Tours …………………

18 International Tours …………..

19 Asian Region ………………….

20 General Office …………………..

SECTION 3

Questions 21-22

Choose the correct letter A-C.



21 Rose’s plan for the tutorial is to research and present

A the differences between male and female children.

B the different ways that male and female children are raised.

C the differences between male and female parenting.

22 The British experiments that Rose refers to in the conversation

A were carried out in 100 families.

B observed girls and boys who were raised identically.

C noted the different treatments males and females received.

Questions 23-24

Choose TWO letters from A-E for each answer.

This tutorial will

A require Marie and Rose to carry out research.

B interest the tutor and their classmates.

C be tested.



D help Marie to catch up on her research work.

E benefit other assessment that Rose and Marie have to do.

Question 25 & 26

Choose TWO letters from A-E for each answer.

Before starting their preparation, Marie and Rose must

A catch up on other work.

B agree on the topic.

C get approval from the tutor.

D make an appointment to see a librarian.

E plan carefully for the next two weeks.

Questions 27 – 30

Complete the form below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.



Propose Tutorial Topics

Tutor: Jim Clark

Department: 27 ……………………

Subject Code: EC 101

Topic: ‘How The Sekes Differ’

Aims of tutorial:

1 To-show (28)

2 To-show the differences are 29

…………………….

Day and date of tutorial Tuesday 26th

Time 11am Room B 1203



A/V Equipment request

TV Tape recorder

Video Overhead Projector √

30 How do you want to be notified of lecturer’s approval?

PHONE                               LETTER

PAX IN PERSON

SECTION 4

Questions 31-33 Choose the correct letters

31 The Pacific is more prone to tsunami because …………………..

A it has many faults.



B its faults undergo subduction.

C its tectonic plates are bigger than elsewhere.

32 The biggest tsunamis are usually created by.

A undersea volcanic eruptions.

B undersea earthquakes.

C undersea landslides.

33 Tsunami are difficult to detect in deep water because of

A their wavelength.

B their high speed.

C their wave rate.

Questions 34 and 35 Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

List the two ways which the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has set

up to detect tsunami.

34 …………………………….



35 ……………………………

Questions 36-40 Complete the notes below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS OR A NUMBER for answer.

TSUNAMI EXAMPLES

When

Happened

Cause Deaths caused Wave height

1992 36

……………………

………………………

None 3 feet



1992 underwater

earthquake

None 37

…………………

….

1998 38

………………………

………………………

….

1200 23 feet

1998 Underwater

volcanic eruption

3000 40 feet



1896 Underwater

earthquake

39

…………………

….

35 feet

8000 years ago, Underwater

landslide

40

…………………

……

30 feet

Đề số 3

SECTION 1

Questions 1-10 Complete the notes below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS or A NUMBER for each answer.

Example

The woman was getting something for lunch when the accident happened.



Time of accident: 1 ………………………

Driver failed to stop at the junction of Monks Road and High Street.

There were 2 ……………………. people in the car, all around 20 years old.

The car hit a woman on her 3 ……………………

The car was last seen heading towards the 4 ……………………..

The 5 …………………… at the junction are out of order.

The car may have been a red Ford Fiesta. One of the car doors is 6 ……………………

Registration number: Y48 (7) ……………………

Witness name: Rita (8) …………………….

Address: 19, (9) ……………………….

Telephone number: 0232566788

Mobile number: (10) 07834 ……………………….

SECTION 2



Questions 11-17

Complete the sentences. Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.

It is important for everyone to know simple first aid 11 …………………….

After an accident, one must firstly be aware of 12 ……………………

After that, the first-aider must 13 …………………….

Clearing of airways may not happen when patients are 14 ………………….

The mouth must be checked for 15 ………………………

CRP must be done if breathing is absent or 16 …………………..

CRP must be done up to the arrival of 17 …………………….

Questions 18-20

Choose THREE answers from the list and write the correct letter, A-G, next to the

questions.



Which THREE pieces of advice does the first-aid officer say are most important?

A Have proper equipment

B Give regular first-aid training

C Have a safety officer

D Instill safe behavior

E Put posters on walls

F Have safety meetings

G Have first-aid boxes

SECTION 3

Questions 21-30

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.



21 The continuing education program is for people who

A want to learn new hobbies.

B want to start getting another degree.

C cannot find employment elsewhere.

22 The woman is interested in

A making money to travel the world.

B learning about accounting.

C being an entrepreneur.

23 The city center is accessible by public transportation but

A is under renovation now.

B doesn’t offer as many classes.

C is more expensive.



24 The woman takes care of her ill father during

A weekend.

B the evening.

C normal working hours.

25 The man finally suggests taking classes

A through the internet.

B at the city center campus.

C at the suburban satellite campus.

26 The class for returning students teaches time management techniques like

A how to organize and use one’s time efficiently.

B how to talk to your teachers.



C making friends in class.

27 The class that reviews study skills goes over

A beginning English grammar.

B basic math skills.

C writing for academic classes.

28 According to the dialogue, the woman can go online in order to

A email fellow students.

B contact teachers.

C sign up for classes.

29 The price of online classes is

A the same as everything else.



B cheaper than going to either campus.

C more expensive than going to the city center campus.

30 Textbooks and other course materials are

A free when taking the online course.

B available at campus bookstores.

C available online.

SECTION 4

Questions 31 and 32 Choose TWO letters, A-E.

Which TWO aspects did the new rules at the end of the 19th century focus on?

A cooperation

B competition

C moral values



D players’ physical protection

E business model

Questions 33-40 Complete the sentences below.

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.

Football in the UK

33 At present the main reason why UK schools push football education is the pressure

from …………………….

34 Prior to the 19th century, football players used different …………………….. of

rules.

35 People attempted to standardise the rules from the whole …………………. known

as the ‘Cambridge Rules’ in 1848.

36 Attendances were increasing due to the improvement of infrastructure and the

……………………. system.



37 Football became popular and it is regarded as a ………………….. event.

38 The football clubs were responsible for most of the ……………………… and

development for the football association.

39 ………………………….. against other teams were also organised by the football

clubs.

40 In 1910s, …………………………. football players were approved of in the game.

Đề số 4
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SECTION 1

Questions 1-10 Complete the notes below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.



Conference dates 1 ……………………

Conference venue 2 ……………………

Reservations phone no 3 …………………..

Cost $ 300 for days

Student rate $ 150 for 3 days or 4 …………………. A day

Contact person 5 ………………….

Must act fast!

Closing date for talks: 6 …………………..

Send outline to include 7 …………………..

Maximum length: 8 ……………………

Also send 9 ……………………

E-mail address 10 ………………… @ uniconf.com

SECTION 2

Questions 11 – 14 Write the appropriate letters A – G questions



1. ferment and produce the alcohol

2. may spoil beer

3. prevent bacterial action

4. add a sweet taste to beer

5. add some bitter taste to beer

6. produce dried and crushed sprouts

Ingredients functions

Malt 11 …………………

Small flowers vines 12 …………………

Hops 13 …………………

Yeast 14 …………………

Questions 15 – 20

Fill the fact sheet about beer using NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.



Alcoholic Percent 15 from ………………….. to …………………

dangers to cause difficulties in 16

………………….. and ……………………

Benefits Moderation consumption prevents heart

disease.

Selenium improves 17 …………………….

A Common mistake Beer causes beer belly

Genes but not beers decide the way how fat is

18 …………………..

Storage to be stored in 19 ………………….. place

Preferred bottle color 20 …………………….

SECTION 3

Questions 21-23 Circle the THREE answers that apply.

What does Professor Nitik do to help him stay in touch with university life



A stay in touch with what is popular

B read many books

C spend time with many students

D visit other universities

E giving speeches

F being youthful

Question 24

Circle the right answer.

24 Where does Professor Nitik learn the most?

A. reading

B. traveling

C. talking



Questions 25-26

Fill in the blanks with NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS.

25 Name the country where Professor Nitik is taking his family for a vacation next

month. In South America, the country of   ………………………………………………..

Circle the right answer.

26. Why does Professor Nitik say that he cannot describe an average day for him?

A He doesn’t like planning things.

B He doesn’t know what he usually does.

C He does many different tasks.

D He likes not having to do routine things.

Questions 27-30

Fill in the schedule by using NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS.



Mr. Nitik’s Schedule

27 In Los Angeles for ……………………

28 Fly to Colorado for ………………….

29 Go to Japan for …………………….

30 Return to los Angeles for ………………

SECTION 4

Questions 31-34 Complete the lecture notes below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

Billboard Advertising

Johannes Gutenberg invented 31 ……………………. in 1450.

The lithographic process perfected in 1796.

In 32 …………………. Jared Bell’s office in New York made the first large US outdoor

poster when he printed circus posters.

In 1900 a boom in national billboard campaigns was created in America with the advent

of a 33 ………………….. of billboard.



Last year US expenditure on outdoor advertising reached $5.5 billion.

Over the next few years there is expectation of a 34 …………………… in outdoor

advertising.

Questions 35-40

Choose a letter (A-D) that correctly completes the following statements

35. Allan Odell decided to use roadside advertising because

A no one else had tried it.

B other people were beginning to use it.

C it was the cheapest form of advertising.

D other people were improving their sales through it

36 Allan Odell’ s first advertisements were

A successful.

B boring.



C hard to understand.

D too far apart.

37. Allan Odell’s second type of advertising

A criticised people.

B amused people.

C made fun of people.

D irritated people.

38. Allan Odell’s company eventually decided to stop this form of advertising because.

it was no longer effective.

B. people were in a hurry.

C. it was old fashioned.

D. people criticised the rhymes.



39. The main purpose of Lyndon Johnson’s bill was to

A improve the condition of the roads.

B stop roadside advertising.

C reduce federal grants.

D make the roads and countryside more attractive.

40. Roadside advertising continued because………..

A it was good for business.

B some states did not get federal aid.

C federal laws did not apply to some roads.

D some states ignored the law.
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